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Ukip demands police action to arrest so-called ‘anti-racist’ protestors
Janice Atkinson, as Ukip SE chairman, and MEP candidate, jointly with colleagues Patricia Culligan and
Alan Stevens, MEP candidates, have raised concerns about the way the police will deal with the protestors
at the Hove Ukip public meeting, on Tuesday, 13th May to be held in the Jewish Hall.
They have formally asked the chief constable to arrest any protestors who call our supporters 'fascists', hurl
other abuse or any physical assault, for 'hate crime' or under the public order act.
So-called 'anti-racist' groups such as Unite Against Fascism and Hope not Hate are taxpayer funded bodies
and sponsored by senior Labour figures through the trade union movement. They are deliberately targeting
Ukip, its supporters and elected officials to deliberately intimidate and stop democracy.
Ukip is the third party of politics, has 100s of councillors, is expected to come top in the European elections
and should not be intimidated by state funded rabble rousers.
We therefore call on the police to confirm that they will prosecute under 'hate crime' any individual or group
who seeks to intimidate our supporters and candidates or at least under the Public Order offence under
Section 4, 4A or 5 of the 1986 Public Order Act.
Editors' notes:
Home Office lnik: https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-and-preventing-crime--2/supportingpages/hate-crime
Definition of 'hate crime': Hate crime involves any criminal offence which is perceived, by the victim or any
other person, to be motivated by hostility or prejudice based on a personal characteristic. Hate crime can
be motivated by disability, gender identity, race, religion or faith and sexual orientation. ENDS
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